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FROM THE CEO
In our last newsletter, we introduced our new Member Feature series in which we
share stories about how NDIRF member entities have excelled in providing
essential government services to North Dakotans.
If you are not familiar with the NDIRF, you may be wondering why we are sharing
these types of stories. The answer is simple: Serving those who protect and
serve North Dakotans through local government is why the NDIRF exists. These
stories celebrate member entities that have excelled in providing essential
government services, helping to create stronger communities and a stronger
Fund. We hope their insight expands your knowledge on how you can further
improve your operations for the benefit of your entity and community as well as
North Dakotans across the state.

Brennan Quintus
NDIRF CEO

The Beginnings
The commercial insurance industry abruptly exited the local government insurance market in the late 1970s and
early 1980s, exposing North Dakota local government entities to the financial risks inherent to providing
government services. With nowhere to turn, you turned to each other and collectively formed the NDIRF, a
government risk pool that provides liability, automobile, and public assets coverage.
Loss Control Services and Training
Loss control services, educational resources, and training opportunities are available through our member
services department. In addition to performing site visits to help you identify and mitigate potential losses, and
adequately value property, this department facilitates the distribution of free online professional training and
defensive driving courses and strategic sponsorship of educational events and training tools. Check out p. 13 for
more information.
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WHAT’S INSIDE
Claims Support
Whether you have a question about a potential claim or
need assistance submitting a claim, our claims
department’s experienced adjusters are available to provide
expert guidance.

“

The NDIRF has been an invaluable partner to me
over the years when we have had difficult
employment decisions to be made,” Williams County HR,
Communications, and GIS Director Helen Askim said. “I
can’t say enough how much it helps in the midst of what is a
bit of a stressful and worrying circumstance.”
Read the full Member Feature story on Williams County
starting on p. 6.
Your Resource
We are your partner in helping you improve your local
government operations and, ultimately, the lives of North
Dakotans. I encourage you to reach out to us when you
have questions because we have the resources and
experience to help you confidently navigate new or
uncertain scenarios, a service we are not only proud to
provide, but exist to provide.
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THE JUDICIAL EVOLUTION OF SEX-BASED
DISCRIMINATION IN 2020
Provided by Brian D. Schmidt, Attorney at Law and partner at Smith Porsburg
Schweigert, Armstrong, Moldenhauer & Smith
As a political subdivision, your facilities likely have restrooms
designated for males and females. However, what will you do if
someone who was born a female, but now identifies as a male,
wishes to use the men’s restroom? Prohibiting them from doing
so, may have legal consequences.

There has been a recent shift in discrimination law as it relates to
“sex-based” discrimination. You need to be aware of the current
legal landscape to ensure your policies conform to the current
status of the law. For example, as recently as 2018, federal
courts held that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act “does not prohibit
discrimination against homosexuals.” Miller v. Board of Regents,
2018 WL 659851 at *2 (D. Minn. Feb. 1, 2018). However, on June 15, 2020, the U.S. Supreme Court held that
“[a]n employer who fires an individual for being homosexual or transgender fires that person for traits or actions it
would not have questioned in members of a different sex. Sex plays a necessary and undisguisable role in the
decision, exactly what Title VII forbids.” Bostock v. Clayton County, Georgia, 140 S.Ct. 1731, 1754 (2020). The
relevant statutory text did not change between 2018 and 2020; however, the judicial interpretation of it did.
You may wonder how firing an individual from employment relates to which bathroom they can use. On August
26, 2020, the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals used Bostock to answer this question in Grimm v. Gloucester
County School Bd., 972 3d. 586 (4th Cir. 2020). Gavin Grimm was a transgender student who was born female,
but identified as male. Grimm used the boys’ bathroom at his high school for numerous weeks without incident.
However, the school eventually prohibited Grimm from doing so and provided him a special bathroom in the
nurse’s office. Grimm sued the school board alleging its bathroom policy was discriminatory. The Court
determined the school “could not exclude Grimm from the boys bathrooms without referencing his ‘biological
gender’ under the policy, which it has defined as the sex marker on his birth certificate. Even if the Board’s
primary motivation in implementing or applying the policy was to exclude Grimm because he is transgender, his
sex remains a but-for cause for the Board’s actions.” Id. at 616. The Court determined that the school’s
decision to exclude Grimm from the boys’ bathroom violated federal law. Id. at 616, 619. Put simply, the Court
determined it was illegal to exclude a transgender student from using the boys’ bathroom.
Both Bostock and Grimm exemplify the evolution of discrimination law. If you are confronted with an issue that
may involve treating someone differently because of their “sex,” you need to consult legal counsel before making
a decision. Every case will be different and there is likely judicial guidance explaining how it should be handled.
Recognition of these issues and consultation with legal counsel can save you from substantial damages and
payment of the plaintiff’s attorneys’ fees.
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NDIRF WELCOMES
WINGENBACH, KISTLER
The NDIRF recently hired Carrie Wingenbach as a Member Services Representative. In
this role, Wingenbach is responsible for conducting onsite surveys to assess and calculate
values of existing properties and structures as well as identify existing and/or potential
liability hazards.
She has a bachelor’s degree in university studies from North Dakota State University and
has three years of experience as a commercial property inspector.
Wingenbach reports to Director of Member Services Corey Olson and can be reached at
701-751-9128 or carrie.wingenbach@ndirf.com.
The NDIRF also recently hired Renae Kistler as an Underwriting Support Specialist. In
this role, Kistler is responsible for reviewing and managing applications and renewals for
NDIRF’s general liability, business auto, and inland marine coverages.

Carrie Wingenbach

Kistler brings nearly 10 years of industry experience to the NDIRF, serving in sales,
underwriting, and operations management for home, auto, farm, life, and business
insurance.

A National American University graduate (Rapid City, SD), Kistler has an associate degree
in equine science and a bachelor’s degree in healthcare management. She also holds
property and casualty, and life and health insurance licenses, and certified insurance
service representative (CISR) and certified insurance counselor (CIC) designations.
Kistler reports to Director of Underwriting Jeff Tescher and can be reached at 701-7519125 or renae.kistler@ndirf.com.

Renae Kistler

BOARD MEMBER FEATURE: SCOTT OURADNIK
Scott Ouradnik was elected to the NDIRF Board of Directors in 2018 and serves in the
“County” category. He is a Slope County Commissioner and serves on the Western
Interstate Board of Directors, National Association of Counties Board of Directors, and as
past-president on the North Dakota Association of Counties (NDACo) Board of Directors.
He is also a member of the Slope County Fair Board, Amidon Rural Fire Department, and
Amidon First Responders.
Ouradnik has a bachelor’s degree from Dickinson State University and is pursuing his
master’s degree from the Colorado School of Banking.
“Since I’ve joined the NDIRF board, the organization has further strengthened its financial
position, which has led to generous Conferment of Benefits to our members,” Ouradnik
said. “It has also continued to diversify its training options, bringing education to our
members through various mediums so they can further improve their operations to
reduce losses and strengthen the Fund even more.”

Scott Ouradnik

www.NDIRF.com
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In 2010, Williams County employed 140 full-time workers. Then the oil boom struck.
Over the next six years, the county nearly doubled its full-time workforce to meet the needs of its community’s
swelling population, a task that required it to recruit, hire, and train new employees at an unprecedented rate as
well as retain existing employees.

Collaboration and communication between the county’s human resources (HR) department and fellow
department leaders enabled it to achieve this task, and the experience it gained has helped it navigate current
operational and employment challenges related to COVID-19.

MEET HELEN ASKIM, WILLIAMS COUNTY HR, COMMUNICATIONS,
AND GIS DIRECTOR
Following her graduation from Minnesota State University Moorhead (MSUM) in 1997,
Helen Askim and her husband moved to Williston to pursue career opportunities. Armed
with a degree in speech communication with a concentration in HR, Askim was offered a
position with Williams County’s Veterans Service Office which led to future opportunities
including IT Director, GIS Director, HR Director, and Communications Director. Today,
she serves as the county’s HR, Communications, and GIS Director.

Williams County promoted Askim to HR Director in late 2005, making her the first person
to serve in this role. In the first five years that followed, Askim further defined the county’s
HR structure, processes, and systems, creating greater unification among departments.
This task included ensuring the county’s legal compliance with hiring, discipline, and
termination, as well as bringing continuity to benefit, wages, and hours programs.

Helen Askim

Then the oil boom struck.
The population increase in Williams County created a need for more county government services and, therefore,
more county employees, highlighting how critical it was for the county to have a strong HR framework off which it
could build. For example, prior to the boom, Askim led the implementation of an online application process to
centralize the collection of resumes, references, and other employment documents. By centralizing this process,
Askim ensured the county was compliant with all hiring laws, including the Veterans’ Preference Act. Additionally,
it helped departments develop standards for applicant screening, interviewing, and benefit preparation per
employee classification.

OVERCOMING CHALLENGES
R&R: Recruiting and Retaining
Askim remembers the first couple years of the boom as, “challenging, and exhausting, and sometimes
overwhelming, but certainly rewarding to have been a part of that kind of growth in a government agency over
such a short amount of time.”
One of the first challenges was recruiting and retaining employees, she shared.
To recruit qualified employees to fill its open positions, the county posted its job opportunities on websites such as
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WILLIAMS COUNTY
Indeed and Job Service North Dakota. These sites enabled
it to reach candidates from across the country and around
the world. As applications were received, Askim worked
with department leaders to screen applicants, schedule
and conduct phone and in-person interviews, and
ultimately, extend offers or express regrets. Initially, Askim
was the only HR employee, but the department soon added
two employees to meet the growing demand for HR
functions throughout the county.
Three person interview committees at Williams County include one

As they gained more experience in recruiting and
person from HR.
interviewing applicants, Askim and department leaders
continuously evaluated their processes to ensure maximum
effectiveness and efficiency, which prompted enhancements, such as:
• Performing initial phone interviews of 15 minutes or less to ask basic questions and learn if applicants have
specific knowledge and/or experience pertinent to the position. This step is taken depending on the position
and is especially helpful in screening non-local applicants, ensuring the best use of both the applicant’s and
Williams County’s time and resources.
• Establishing an interview committee size of three people, one of which is an HR representative.
• Standardizing interview forms and interview scoring per department.
• Having an HR representative make the job offer so applicants can get immediate answers to questions about
compensation and benefits.
Retention was also key because the allure of high-paying jobs in the oil field was always looming, but department
leaders and Askim routinely reminded employees about the advantages of working in county government,
including reasonable compensation, good benefits, and stable employment.
A result of a brainstorming session with department heads and county commissioners was the realization their
greatest obstacle in recruiting and retaining employees was the lack of available affordable housing. This
discovery led to the county investing in housing units so it could provide new employees who are relocating to the
area with a place to live. Available affordable housing soon became another advantage the county had over
competing local employers.
At the height of the housing shortage from 2010-2013, Askim shared the county was managing 31 rental units
which were sometimes occupied by two or three employees at once. Today, the county manages 18 units which
are primarily used as temporary housing solutions for new employees until they can secure a more permanent
solution.
Successful Collaboration
The county also experienced more turnover in the first few years of the boom than it ever had before, so again,
Askim sought collaboration with department leaders and county commissioners to determine the cause and
develop a solution to combat turnover.

Ctd. on pg. 8
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MEMBER FEATURE: W
“Through experience, we had to define the roles better, so we grew,”
Askim said. “And that doesn’t just mean we added staff, but it means that
we evolved departments. We evolved how they function. We evolved
processes. We added positions that we’ve never had before.”
Part of the evolution included centralizing certain organizational functions
to eliminate duplication of work. For example, the county has been able to
save time and resources by having a specific financial department
employee enter vouchers for all departments rather than having each
department enter vouchers individually.
“We’ve been so lucky to have department heads who understand what
we’re trying to do, who have supported this kind of collaboration and
bought-in to the concept of working together to find efficiencies and
share resources when it makes sense,” Askim said.
“Our culture is collaboration.”
Welcoming Work Environment
Collaboration as a culture driver has also enabled Williams County to
benefit from the ideas, knowledge, and experience of its employees who
are from other states, regions, countries, or continents, many of whom
moved to the county during the early years of the boom.

Deputy Amy Nickoloff, a School Resource Deputy,
talks to students about the importance of roadway
signs in traffic safety (Dec 2019); the Sheriff’s
Office grew from 41 employees in 2011 to 95
employees in 2020.

“People from other states and other regions of the country who have encountered some of the challenges we
experienced were invaluable in helping us understand how other organizations have tackled these problems and
how things could be done differently because we’ve done them the same for so many years,” Askim said.
“It has really been interesting and enjoyable to have people from not just across the country but across the world
join our workforce and bring new ideas, new culture, and language diversity into our organization,” she said,
sharing the county’s international workforce has included employees from Brazil, Mongolia, England, Peru,
Russia, and the African continent.
Despite its best efforts to recruit, hire, and retain employees during the early years of the boom, departments in
Williams County at times found themselves short-staffed and existing employees stretched beyond their limits.
Though not an ideal scenario, the silver lining was it made existing employees so appreciative of the support
provided by new employees that bonds between employees quickly formed.
Additionally, new employees bonded with many others in the community who shared their experience of moving
to an unfamiliar place as well as with those who had also experienced the rapid changes of living in a community
during an economic boom.
“We’ve evolved as a community in how we approach each other, personally, and organizationally, we have
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WILLIAMS COUNTY
benefitted,” Askim reflected. “I have had friendships with people with such different experience from my own, and
I have benefitted from and really cherished that.”

GETTING NEW EMPLOYEES UP TO SPEED
Though each of the county’s 19 departments has a unique onboarding process in which new employees are
given a tour, introduced to their fellow coworkers, and provided training resources, if necessary, all new
employees at Williams County spend approximately 90 minutes with an HR representative on their first day.
“We think it’s really important,” Askim shared, explaining the time allows for new employees to complete HR
forms, ask questions about benefits, and get their first glimpse of the county’s organizational culture.
“One of our goals would be to convey that we value the employees of Williams County, and that HR is a resource
and place to go with questions or concerns,” she said.
“Local government officials who are elected and all of the workers who execute the work are fundamental to the
daily lives of the people that live in a community.”
Department Onboarding
During its busiest years, the county was onboarding up to 120 new employees per year. From this experience,
Askim and department leaders recognized new employee onboarding was most effectively managed per
department as well as per employee.
“Having too structured of a training program caused a lot of stress and frustration for the trainer and the new
employee,” Askim said. “Some people are visual, some are hands on, and some come in with a lot of experience,”
she added, further demonstrating the need for having a flexible onboarding program.
Reasonably detailed job descriptions helped support effective onboarding, serving as a framework for department
leaders and employees alike. Today, the county’s job descriptions clearly state the knowledge, experience, and/or
certifications required in the position and provide specific examples of work duties. By having these items clearly
defined in the job description, the county’s leaders have been able to better evaluate an employee’s performance
and intervene more quickly if expectations are not met.
“We’ve learned over the years that when it’s not working, we have an obligation to attempt from several different
angles to help this employee be successful,” Askim said. “Our process is to talk with them to ensure they’re
aware our expectations aren’t being met and understand their perspective about what might be going wrong so
we can make adjustments. Then, we find new ways to train them.”
Askim added the county has improved its ability to recognize when new employees are not a good fit, in which
case they decide to amicably part ways. These conversations stress the importance of employees feeling good at
work and finding a job that brings enjoyment into their lives.
Ongoing Engagement with HR
The HR department meets one-on-one for 20 minutes with each employee during the county’s annual open
Ctd. on pg. 10
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MEMBER FEATURE: W
enrollment. These meetings provide employees with an overview of all benefits available to them, including a more
detailed explanation of one specific benefit which alternates each year, and the opportunity to get answers to
questions about benefits.
Though COVID-19 caused the department to adapt its 2021 open enrollment process from an in-person
experience to a virtual one, the department leveraged videoconference tools to maintain a personalized
experience for employees.

COVID-19
In addition to causing organizations to change the way they interact and operate, Askim explains COVID-19 has
placed an even greater emphasis on leaders and employees practicing kindness and patience with one another.
“The reality is there are a lot of people who are anxious and troubled because they’re more challenged than
they’ve ever been in balancing what’s going on at home while still trying to come to work and execute the
important work of government,” she said.
Over the past several months, the county’s HR department has had the tough task of determining reasonable
boundaries and expectations for employees while understanding how their decisions might affect other
departments and employees; however, its most important consideration has been to ensure employees remain
positive, optimistic, and productive, because organizations are only as strong as the people they are employing.
In the early stages of COVID, and especially over the summer, the county’s more challenging decision was to
determine how it consistently and fairly dealt with employees who travelled or made choices outside of work that
could be perceived as risky.
“So many people have moved to Williams County, so we have to understand they may want to travel to another
state,” Askim said, referring to employees who moved to the area from out-of-state and whose loved ones remain
in their home state. “It isn’t reasonable, kind, or maybe even healthy to tell them that for an indefinite amount of
time, you must stay in our state.”
Askim and the HR department turned to department leaders to make decisions regarding travel on a per
department basis, following their pattern of collaborating to develop fair solutions.
The first county employee to test positive for COVID occurred in September, and as the community experienced
a rise in COVID cases, large numbers of county employees had to quarantine and many had school or daycare
interruptions.
Askim shared the challenge again was for departments to be fair and consistent, and kind and compassionate,
but also ensuring employees understood the county’s expectations in terms of their compliance with North
Dakota Department of Health guidelines. Through discussion and collaboration with county leaders, departments
determined what level of flexibility they could provide, and thankfully, the county’s IT department had spent a lot of
time over the summer acquiring and configuring equipment that enabled work from home accommodations.
The county’s goal throughout COVID has been to keep government going, Askim said.

10
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WILLIAMS COUNTY
As Williams County looks to the future, Askim shared there will be a time “when the impacts of COVID are
lessened, and then we’ll have to talk about how, when, and why we incorporate remote working as a long-term
strategy.” She expects there will be some challenges in ensuring these decisions are made fairly, but the county
will again leverage its collaboration between the HR department and department leaders to develop solutions.

HR TOOLS, RESOURCES, AND SUPPORT
While there are a lot of HR tools, resources, and
support available online and through various
networks, Askim noted the ones that have been
most useful to her as an HR professional for a rural
North Dakota county include:
•

•

Conversations with HR professionals from
fellow North Dakota counties. These
conversations provide insight into the
decisions other HR departments have made
and why, helping others determine which
decisions they should make for their counties.

The HR Collaborative website is available at www.hrndgov.com.

HR Collaborative. This organization is jointly operated by the NDACo and the North Dakota Insurance
Reserve Fund (NDIRF) and features an annual conference, HR Reference Guide, regional gatherings, and
regular newsletter, all of which are tailored to HR professionals who serve in local government across the
state. Visit www.hrndgov.org to learn more about the organization, the HR Reference Guide, and to register
for events and the newsletter.
Regional HR Collaborative meetings are especially helpful for those who are new to HR or who previously
worked in the private industry, ensuring they get up to speed quickly regarding the differences in government
work, including open records, open meetings, and being overseen by elected officials.

•

Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM). Be sure to select local government resources.

•

NDIRF. Whether you need advice about HR policies and procedures or guidance regarding a Department of
Labor Claim, just call the NDIRF! With a wealth of experience in handling HR-related claims, the NDIRF is a
great resource as well as support.

“

The NDIRF has been an invaluable partner to me over the years when we have had difficult employment
decisions to be made,” Askim said. “I can’t say enough how much it helps in the midst of what is a bit of a
stressful and worrying circumstance.”

Lastly, Askim will often research topics via Google, uncovering articles, manuals, or procedural guides from
organizations similar in size and setting (i.e. urban or rural) that her department can use while creating or
updating its HR policies and procedures.

www.NDIRF.com
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SIMPLE WAYS TO REDUCE SLIPS, TRIPS,
AND FALLS
Provided by NDIRF Director of Member Services Corey Olson
Each year thousands of people are injured, some seriously, due to
slips, trips, or falls. To help reduce these types of injuries at your
organization, here are some precautions you can take:
Snow and Ice: Snow and ice that melts during warmer daytime
temperatures often re-freezes after cold nights. Be vigilant in
performing walkway snow removal and have salt and/or sand
readily available to apply as needed.
Wet Floors: Melting snow and ice brings the potential for wet
floors within your building. Place rugs and mats in entrances to
help catch snow and water in these areas and continuously
monitor them, removing standing water as needed. You should also post signs, so visitors and employees are
aware these areas have the potential of being slippery when wet. Also, if there is a liquid spill, be sure it is cleaned
up immediately and a sign is posted to warn people the area may be slippery.
Obstacles and Debris: Keep walkways and visitor passageways clear by tucking away obstacles in storage areas
and removing debris to prevent trips and slips. Even a sheet of paper on a hard surface can be slippery and
dangerous!
Handrails: Depending on the number of risers, stairs are required to have secure handrails that run the length of
the staircase to assist people in ascending and descending steps. Be sure to fix loose or damaged sections of
handrails immediately to reduce the chance of injury.
What happens if a visitor falls on your premises?
First and foremost, make sure the injured person is okay and ask if emergency medical assistance is required.
You should then complete an incident report for your file. A liability incident report form can be found at
www.ndirf.com under the claims tab. Be as thorough as possible with details about the injured person including
name, contact information, and explanation of injury. Also, make note of where the fall occurred and contributing
factors to the fall. Take photos of the area where the fall occurred. If there is a surveillance camera on premises
that may have recorded the fall, be sure to review and save for documentation purposes.
Submit the completed incident report to your local insurance agent who will then submit it to the North Dakota
Insurance Reserve Fund (NDIRF). By completing this report, you are not accepting liability for the fall. You are
documenting the incident for the claim’s investigation. Explain to the injured party that you will submit the
information to your insurance company and the claim will be investigated. A member of the NDIRF claims team
will be in contact with them. Advise them they may see a medical professional, but it is not assumed your entity
will cover any medical costs until the claim is investigated and liability is determined.
If you have any questions concerning these types of incidents or would like a liability survey conducted at your
premises to help you determine if there are any slip, trip, or fall hazards, please contact NDIRF Director of
Member Services Corey Olson at 701-751-9107 or corey.olson@ndirf.com.
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LAST QUARTER’S TOP FIVE
LOCALGOVU COURSES
In October, November, and December of 2020, our members
completed 432 courses through LocalGovU, our memberexclusive online training center that features over 1,100
professional development courses available to you at no cost.
LocalGovU also features an extensive catalogue of law
enforcement courses approved for continuing education credit by
the North Dakota POST Board.
The top five courses our members took in the final stretch of 2020
were Anti-Harassment in the Workplace, Ethical Behavior for
Local Government, Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA),
Interviewing Skills for Managers: Conducting an Interview, and
Successful Customer Interactions

Find LocalGovU at www.NDIRF.com>Training.

MEMBERS LOVE LOCALGOVU
LocalGovU usage went up 47% in 2020 compared to 2019. The online training center enables members to
complete courses, and even pause courses to resume later, from anywhere they have an internet connection.
During a year when many in-person training events were rescheduled, postponed, or even cancelled, LocalGovU
remained a constant resource for employees to continue to pursue professional training.

HOW TO GET STARTED USING LOCALGOVU
If you’re new to using LocalGovU, follow these instructions to log into the online training center and get started:
1. Visit http://www.ndirf.com, and click on the Training tab, then click on the Sign in For Training button.
2. Enter your email address and password to log into LocalGovU. If you’re new to LocalGovU, click on the create
new account link to set up your account. It usually takes 24-48 hours to verify your account.
3. Once you’re logged in, click on the Course Catalog to check out available courses.
4. Select the course you’d like to take, click Start Course, and you’re on your way!
Questions? Reach out to Member Services Director Corey Olson at 701-751-9107 or corey.olson@ndirf.com.

DDC COURSES NOW OFFERED ONLINE
We’re excited to announce Defensive Driving Courses (DDC) are now
available online through our partnership with the National Safety Council.
Similar to our in-person course, these online courses meet the requirements
of various regulatory agencies; assist with personal insurance rate
reductions, where available; meet the requirements to reduce driver’s license
points; and help reduce auto collision/crash frequency and/or severity.
To set up an online DDC course for your government entity, contact NDIRF
Director of Member Services Corey Olson at 701-751-9107 or
corey.olson@ndirf.com.

www.NDIRF.com
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PROGRESS UPDATE: THE NDIRF’S
ADMINISTRATION OF THE NDFT
The NDIRF has administered the North Dakota Fire & Tornado
Fund (NDFT) since June 2019. This Fund provides property
coverage for state and local government entities, allowing the
NDIRF to further serve you.
We established a three-year plan to communicate our
administrative goals for the NDFT, beginning year one with
understanding the Fund’s operations and processes so that we
could ensure future changes made were well-informed and
seamlessly integrated with existing infrastructure. We’re currently
halfway through year two in which we are targeting immediate
changes including valuations, coverage issues, and ratings.

A one-hour recording of the webinar is available at
www.NDIRF.com.

To provide further clarity about these changes, we hosted webinars in September 2020 to inform you about our
overall administration of the Fund. These webinars featured experts from our underwriting, loss control, claims,
and finance departments who reviewed key topics related to:

UNDERWRITING
Director of Underwriting Jeff Tescher informed attendees the NDFT provides property coverage to over 1,160
state and local government entities and protects over $15.8 billion of total insurance value for our state. The
underwriting department is responsible for issuing renewals, processing endorsements, and enhancing the Fund’s
administration and coverages.
Tescher emphasized members and agents should routinely review their policies because the NDIRF continues to
discover underinsured or missing buildings from coverages. He also explained the importance of equipment
breakdown coverage, which provides coverage in the event an unexpected mechanical or electrical breakdown
occurs. Currently, only 34 percent of entities covered under the NDFT have equipment breakdown coverage, and
he encourages all entities to add this type of coverage which is available at a nominal cost.
Lastly, Tescher introduced Special Funds Underwriter Rebekah Wallen who is a primary contact for the Fund,
serving as a resource for information and assistance. Be sure you add Wallen’s email address
(rebekah.wallen@ndirf.com) to your inbox to ensure you receive emails from her.

LOSS CONTROL
Director of Member Services Corey Olson reiterated Tescher’s comment regarding the NDIRF’s continued
discovery of underinsured and missing buildings from coverages, as well as unreported building enhancements
(additions, remodels, etc.), which could result in properties not having adequate coverage in the event of a loss.
He informed attendees about the Property Valuation Guide which can assist entities in updating their property
values. This guide is available by request. Additionally, he shared members of his department are available to
perform on-site surveys to help entities value their properties and ensure all buildings are covered.
Lastly, Olson emphasized the importance of communication from entities and/or their agents of record regarding
building and outdoor property covered under the Fund, including information about new structures and
enhancements.
Ctd. on pg. 15
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NDFT CTD. FROM P. 14
CLAIMS
Assistant Director of Claims Keith Pic shared promptly responding to a loss to eliminate further damage is an
important first step in the claims process, and the second is reporting the loss to the NDIRF. The NDIRF’s
experienced adjusters and in-house claims team partners with entities and agents throughout the claims handling
process, from initial coverage verification to payment. Resources are available online that can walk government
entities or their agents of record through the claim reporting process. These resources are available at
www.NDIRF.com>Claims>Reporting a Claim.

STATEMENTS
CFO Nora Frueh informed attendees NDFT statements are mailed the first business day of the month and should
be paid in full by the end of the month.
Contact Marketing and Communications Manager Joanna Drennen at 701-751-9127 or
joanna.drennen@ndirf.com if you’re interested in viewing a recording of the one-hour webinar.

FINANCIAL INSIGHTS
As of Nov. 30, 2020, the NDIRF remains in a strong financial position, surpassing last year’s totals at this time.
Total assets are over $56 million and members’ equity is over $31 million while total liabilities were just over $25
million, which is less than last year.
Our losses incurred as of Nov. 30, 2020, were $5.7 million, which is $2.4 million less in incurred losses compared
to Nov. 2019. This low total loss amount is well below our budgeted 60 percent loss ratio at an impressive 36.5
percent.
To view 2019 financials, visit www.NDIRF.com>NDIRF Info>Financials.
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NORTH DAKOTA INSURANCE RESERVE FUND BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Randy Bina, Bismarck

Blake Crosby, Bismarck

Scott Ouradnik, Amidon

Ty DeWitz, Tappen

Chad Peterson, Fargo

Darcie Huwe, Wahpeton

Terry Traynor, Bismarck

Burdell Johnson, Tuttle

Chris West, Grafton

NDIRF BOARD OF DIRECTORS ELECTION
Annually, at least two seats on the nine-member NDIRF Board of Directors are up for election. The election is held
by member voting through solicitation of proxies by mail or voting in person at the NDIRF Annual Meeting. In
2021, directorships representing the member categories of “Cities”, “Counties” and “Others” are up for election.
The incumbent board members are Chris West, Mayor of Grafton (“Cities”); Scott Ouradnik, Slope County
Commissioner (“Counties”); and Randy Bina, Executive Director of the Bismarck Parks and Recreation District
(“Others”). Elected officers or employees of NDIRF members, from among the respective categories electing a
director in a given year (for example, “Cities”, “Counties” and “Others” in 2021), are eligible to serve as directors.
Any eligible person wishing to be considered by the NDIRF Nominating Committee as a director candidate must
complete and submit a Candidate Application Form by March 15, 2021. To obtain a copy of the form, please
contact the NDIRF office by phone at 1-800-421-1988; by mail at P.O. Box 2258, Bismarck, ND 58502; or via email at brennan.quintus@ndirf.com; and direct your request to the attention of the CEO.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Board Meeting
Feb. 11, 2021
Bismarck, ND
NDIRF.com

Board Meeting
May 19, 2021
Bismarck, ND
NDIRF.com

NDIRF Annual Meeting
May 19, 2021
Bismarck, ND
NDIRF.com

www.NDIRF.com

HR Collaborative
June 2-3, 2021
Bismarck, ND
hrndgov.org

Board Meeting
Sept. 9. 2021
Bismarck, ND
NDIRF.com

